The not-so-long history of zebrafish research in Israel.
The zebrafish has become a model of choice in fundamental and applied life sciences and is widely used in various fields of biomedical research as a human disease model for cancer, metabolic and neurodegenerative diseases, and regenerative medicine. The transparency of the zebrafish embryo allows real-time visualization of the development and morphogenesis of practically all of its tissues and organs. Zebrafish are amenable to genetic manipulation, for which innovative genetic and molecular techniques are constantly being introduced. These include the study of gene function and regulation using gene knockdown, knockout and knock-in, as well as transgenesis and tissue-specific genetic perturbations. Complementing this genetic toolbox, the zebrafish exhibits measurable behavioral and hormonal responses already at the larval stages, providing a viable vertebrate animal model for high-throughput drug screening and chemical genetics. With the available tools of the genomic era and the abundance of disease-associated human genes yet to be explored, the zebrafish model is becoming the preferred choice in many studies. Its advantages and potential are being increasingly recognized within the Israeli scientific community, and its use as a model system for basic and applied science has expanded in Israel in recent years. Since the first zebrafish-focused laboratory was introduced at Tel Aviv University 16 years ago, seven more zebrafish-centric research groups have been established, along with more than two dozen academic research groups and three bio-medical companies that are now utilizing this model.